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YAVAPAI COUNTY ARES RACES TRAINING 

From:  ARRL’s Emergency Communication Handbook published 2005-2010 
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YAVAPAI COUNTY ARES RACES TRAINING 

Using a microphone is straightforward.  Use the same full voice you would normally use to be heard in a conversation and you will sound good.  

Don’t try to be anyone else by putting on a special microphone voice.  Put feeling and interest into your voice to engage people as you would 

without a mic. 

Here are just a few practical tips you need to remember: 

• Know your mic 

o Microphones come in many different types and styles, including: 

o Handheld:  With this mic, keep the ball of the microphone below your mouth a few inches from your face and pointed toward 

your nose so that the air travels over the mic and not directly into it.  Alternatively, touch the ball of the mic to your chin and 

keep it there 

o Headset boon:  This mic comes attached to a headset with an adjustable boon.  Speak normally with the boon adjusted a few 

inches off the side of your mouth.  Avoid turning your head away from the adjusted mic.  The model selected should have a 

cardioid or other noise canceling type element. 

o Standing mic: point the mic at your mouth, staying about two hand widths away.  Speak across the mic, not into it.  Don’t turn 

away from the mic.  If you have to adjust the mic, bend the neck without touching the mic itself to avoid feedback. 

o Mic Gain:  find the mic gain function in your radio and check the setting.  Assess the default setting.  A proper mic gain setting is 

achieved when a normal voice within two inches of the mic element produces full modulation. 

 

• Find the PTT button before you start 

o Understand any function buttons on the mic 

o Do you know how to send a Long Tone Zero? 

 

• Avoid quick keying 

o Slow yourself down and be calm 

o Count “one, one thousand” before beginning to speak 

 

• Do a Radio check 

o Before beginning a net or transmission, ask for a signal check with another operator on frequency 

o Use the squelch to make sure your volume is set appropriately 

 

From:  Voice and Speaking Skills for Dummies Cheat Sheet (UK Edition) 


